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Recommendation
1. That Report TR-CW-01-21 regarding urban road/connecting link options be received; and
2. That staff prepare for a workshop with municipal staff and councillors to be completed before
the summer of 2021 to discuss strategies and timelines for potential transfers and road
exchanges; and
3. That staff continue to develop various financial assessments and potential action plans should
transferring become the recommended option.

Executive Summary
The maintenance of County roads in urban areas is complex to manage, requiring coordination
of responsibilities for underground infrastructure as well as the roadway. Urban areas may have
different service level requirements for snow removal, pedestrian accommodation, lighting,
signalization, etc. The purpose of this report is to present background and several different
options (or possible combination of options) as to how the County and lower tier municipalities
could better streamline the repair and maintenance of portions of the County Road network that
exist within member municipality urban areas.
Three options currently under development are provided for Council consideration:
1. Status Quo with Policy Improvements– the County would maintain ownership of the right of
way, the road infrastructure and storm sewer, while water, sanitary and sidewalks would
remain with the member municipalities. New urban policies would be developed if the
current arrangement is continued.
2. Connecting Link agreement – this option is essentially transferring the road with some
ongoing contributions with the County maintaining some authority to ensure the ‘link’
continues to function appropriately.
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3. Transfer – full transfer with some initial financial reconciliation and no ongoing County
oversight.
This report is recommending that the County staff arrange a workshop for staff and councillors
from the County and the Municipalities to discuss the options.
The session would benefit from more detailed municipal comments and preliminary financial
data gathering regarding the current urban roads in Grey County. This workshop would also
review the status of potential road exchanges as any funding model could incorporate future
exchange costs.

Background and Discussion
The 2014 Grey County Transportation Master Plan provided a definition and key criteria for
selection or a road segment as a connecting link:
The section is a connection between two ends of a Grey County road, or an extension of a Grey
County road, whereby the connecting link segment or extension travels through a built-up or urban
area.
Table 2 – Additional Connecting Link Criteria
#
Criteria
1

Road Rationalization Score

2

Primary, Secondary or Tertiary Settlement Area

3

Length of Road Section

4

‘Main Street’ status

5

County Roads in Owen Sound

6

Provision of a by-pass or alternative route within a reasonable distance.

County Council directed staff to develop connecting link principles and an agreement for
municipal review in July 2015. These are outlined in detail later in this report.
Since that time, options including transfer of some (or all) urban roads or maintaining the status
quo (policy and process improvements only) have been investigated. As County staff
completed investigations into the options, the connecting link option was less preferable.

Urban Road Options for Consideration
Currently, County roads in urban settings are owned by the County (which includes the property
encompassing the road allowance).This is generally a 66’ width and means that the lower tier
sidewalks are on County property.
The three options of Status Quo – with improvements (do nothing), Connecting Link and Full
Transfer are outlined in the next section and summarized in Table 1:

Options for Urban Roads
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Option 1 - Current Policy (Status Quo – with Policy Improvements)
Currently, County roads and storm sewer in urban settings are owned by the County (which
includes the property encompassing the road allowance).
The member municipality owns and maintains any underground infrastructure that services
residents of the municipality such as watermain, sanitary sewers and above ground
infrastructure, such as illumination. The member municipality also is responsible for sidewalks.
This option would continue with the status quo, however, if this option were chosen, the County
should establish urban policies regarding signage, setbacks, entrances, encroachment, special
events etc. to better align with municipal priorities.
Currently, costs for reconstruction in member municipality urban areas are broken down as per Grey
County’s policy for Maintenance and Construction in Urban Areas (attached). As per this policy, Grey
County is responsible to cover the cost to reconstruct the roadway from curb to curb including storm
sewers, granular base and subbase, and asphalt. The cost of any lanes dedicated to parking falls to the
member municipality. Additionally, the member municipality is responsible for all costs related to the
sanitary sewers, watermains, and all other assets outside of the curb line such as sidewalks, boulevards,
trees, and most retaining walls.
When urban jobs are completed, normally the member municipality administers the planning, design,
construction, and management of the project. These are the County’s highest cost projects to design
and construct as most of these projects are completed by consultants and urban construction is more
expensive than rural construction. Scheduling is difficult as often the underground assets need
replacement, but the surface may not. Even if owned by one agency, the issue would still exist as
assets deteriorate at different speeds. Increased asset management plans have made the
planning activities much easier to align since the TMP took place.
Asset management plans (AMP) are making it easier to plan activities on Grey County’s storm
infrastructure and aligning it with road work. However, the AMP for the member municipalities are not
accessible by both parties at all times so if the member municipality makes a change within their AMP,
the County is not typically aware of that until the conversations (if they even occur) at the ten year plan
time. The County has no data on the watermain or sanitary so any predictions on project timing are
strictly based on the Grey road infrastructure.
The public is generally confused by the arrangement and the inclusion of MTO connecting links and
highways make the system hard to understand for most taxpayers. The County and municipalities
frequently receive calls regarding roads not under their jurisdiction.
Advantages


Already in Place - no significant change in current operations.



Asset Management has made planning easier. County and member municipalities have
advanced significantly in their long-term planning since 2014.



Many of the ‘problems’ with the current arrangement could be rectified through better urban
road policies and delegation of duties.

Disadvantages


Multiple parties need to agree to timing, project scope of work, budget and hiring of a
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contractor or consultant. County goals may be prioritized ahead of a Member Municipality's
goals.


Different goals for County vs Member Municipalities. Grey County’s Transportation Services
primary goal is safety and how to efficiently move people and goods. The member municipality
may be willing to live with increased traffic delays to increase development or commercial
activity. Through transportation policy improvements and developing urban road design
standards/guidelines, the ‘goal’ for County roads through settlement areas could change to
better align with the function that the urban County roads play (i.e. serves as a ‘connecting link’
as well as a local road function and therefore policies and standards should reflect this as these
road sections are vastly different than County rural road sections).



The public and newer staff get confused by who owns or is responsible for which asset. The
current configuration could result in multiple permits, or in some cases, permits are ignored.



The County still maintains ownership of the road and the corresponding liability.



Sometimes the County will budget a project that the Member Municipality cancels and vice
versa.

Required Work if Chosen


Develop urban road policies and design standards/guidelines to align with the function of these
roads



Continue to improve the accuracy of capital planning.



The County would work on improved urban policies and/or delegation of authority or
agreements to give more responsibility to the member municipalities. These could include the
following in the urban areas:
o
o
o
o

Speed limits
Parking by-laws
Roadside control such as setbacks, entrances, signage, vehicle restrictions
Subsurface utilities

Option 2 - Connecting Link
On July 7, 2015 through Report TR-CC-55-15, County Council accepted, in principle, the Transportation
Master Plan recommendation to implement County Road connecting links. Staff was directed to
complete the following:


Develop connecting link principles and funding criteria for the maintenance and
construction of connecting links.



Develop a connecting link agreement template.

A connecting link is defined within the Grey County Transportation Master Plan (TMP) as a
connection between two ends of a Grey County road, or the extension of a Grey County road,
whereby the connecting segment or extension travels through a built‐up or urban area.
Essentially, the jurisdiction over the road would belong to the member municipality in urban built
up areas. The County would assist by funding a portion of the construction and costs.
Maintenance would remain the responsibility of the municipality.
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The cost split of the road construction and the maintenance (for municipalities completing its
own winter maintenance) was not established, however, it was proposed that the local
municipality should pay a percentage (ten percent in previous MTO connecting link agreements)
of the cost of eligible roads items. The actual percentage will need to be agreed upon by
County Council.
The challenge with this approach is that it is doubtful the County could fund all the urban
requirements without reducing construction on the remainder of the road system severely. The
question then becomes, who chooses the construction projects that get funded and how much
time would the member municipalities spend making convincing submissions?
In addition, as with certain grant programs, being responsible for only 10% of a project can lead
to all urban projects becoming larger scope upscale projects that may not occur if the funding
were provided by the member municipality. The County is concerned that claims would still
name the County as a party to an accident even though it is effectively separated from urban
maintenance and construction. Grey would have no control ensuring that maintenance
standards are met.
The member municipality would perform all summer and winter maintenance activities as their
forces are typically patrolling the area to maintain municipal roads. Whether compensation is
provided is up for debate. It is not under current MTO connecting link agreements.
Advantages


Permits and Policies for these urban roads will be set by the municipalities and will speed up the
process for developers



Member Municipalities would be more responsible for coordinating underground service and
road pavement work.



The member municipalities would get ongoing funding from the County.

Disadvantages


Increased development or less stringent standards along urban connecting links may impede
movement of goods and traffic through these areas.



Municipalities would no longer be required to adhere to County policies. Some policies such as
active transportation may become less financially viable or be discontinued by the member
municipalities.



In some circumstances, having most projects paid by a third party (the County) may lead to high
end treatments that aren't required.



It would be preferred if the member municipalities did not spend time/money writing up project
justifications.



County staff would become an approval agency for member municipality projects (like status
quo option but less involved in the decision-making process and mainly just for approvals)



The majority of infrastructure is currently underfunded. The member municipalities may feel the
funding is too low.



Maintenance costs for the member municipalities would increase immediately.
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Some member municipalities would be inheriting a road requiring a higher level of service than
any of their other roads.



It could impact workforce numbers, union agreements etc.



A solution needs to be devised regarding the ongoing maintenance of the Bridges.

Required Work if Chosen


Develop a funding formula, application and agreements etc.



Finalize connecting link list.

Option 3 - Full Transfer
Under a transfer scenario, the member municipality would own and be responsible for all aspects
of the section of roadway. The County would be hands off. The only possible requirement the
County would have is for the municipality to maintain signing as a County Road to keep the
continuity of the County road system intact.
The County could potentially have no future fiscal or legal responsibilities for the section of
roadways transferred.
Transferring of urban roads to the member municipality would necessitate performing a study to calculate
an equitable evaluation of costs and road life expectancies of road sections to ensure no member
municipality is being penalized by taking on old roads and that, on the other hand, none are getting a
windfall by getting all the recently replaced or improved infrastructure. Some municipalities are much
more impacted than others with some taking on quite old infrastructure that would create a financial
drain on the municipality.
Grey County could establish maintenance agreements to continue to complete snow removal in some
areas if the member municipality preferred. Shared road agreements in Hanover would need to be
developed as different sides of the road are in different municipalities.
A one-time payment based on existing condition of the infrastructure (new/old) may be the
preferred financial compensation prior to a transfer if that option was pursued. This type of
option would have to be staged. If completed all at once, the program would be detrimental to
the needs of the overall road infrastructure within the County system. Grey County has also
been collecting Development Charges on many of these roads. The compensation for the
transfers could be classed according to the categories below:
Advantages


The member municipality would completely control what they wanted to do regarding permits
and developments.



The member municipality would be responsible for all capital construction costs, reducing
County involvement.



The municipality would potentially get some initial funding.



Grey County would continue the focus of safely moving goods and people, while the
municipalities can manage their road systems to service the needs of the public and businesses
located in the settlement areas.
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Grey County spends time frequently dealing with road issues that aren’t in the County’s interest.

Disadvantages


The process of transferring the urban roads and determining a fair financial model is very
difficult and could take years to complete.



All roads would need to be evaluated for condition and determine what the needs are. Since all
roads are underfunded, the municipalities could be taking on underfunded assets.



It could impact workforce numbers, union agreements etc.



Maintenance costs for the member municipalities would increase immediately.



Some member municipalities would be inheriting a road requiring a higher level of service than
any of their other roads. In some cases, they would also inherit traffic signals that they have not
had to maintain.



Increased development or less stringent standards along urban connecting links may impede
movement of goods and traffic through these areas. This may result in a reduction in the
efficiency of key County corridors.



Significant legal work would be required.



Significant legal survey work could be required. Many road parcels may not line up with the
settlement area boundaries.



Copies of the previous files and drawings would need to be forwarded to the 'new owner'.



The County would maintain ownership of the bridges on transferred roads.

Required Work if Chosen


Road conditions and funding evaluation. Potentially develop a capital plan for all transfers.



Transfer schedule would need to be developed.



Significant legal work would need to take place to change ownerships, agreements etc.



Significant work required to gather all information regarding all road sections to be transferred.

Grey County Urban Roads
The Transportation Master Plan produced a list of potential ‘connecting links’ in 2014. Some
urbans were left off the list (such as Grey Road 5 in Owen Sound) as it was recommended for
full transfer through the road rationalization recommendations. The potential connecting links
are shown in Table 1:
Table 1 – Urban Road Potential Transfers
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Grey
Road

Municipality

Settlement

Segment
Length
(km)

40

Chatsworth

Chatsworth

12

Grey Highlands

Markdale

4

Grey Highlands

Flesherton

4

Hanover

Hanover

10

Hanover

Hanover

12

Meaford

Meaford

7

Meaford

Meaford

1

Owen Sound

Owen Sound

15

Owen Sound

9

Owen Sound
Owen Sound
Georgian Bluffs
Southgate

13

The Blue Mountains

19

The Blue Mountains

113

The Blue Mountains

Thornbury
Recreational
Resort Area
Thornbury

4

West Grey

Durham

Connecting

10

West Grey

Neustadt

Connecting

3

West Grey

Ayton

9

West Grey

Ayton

9

West Grey

Neustadt

Transfer

27

West Grey

Durham

Transfer

5

0.37

TMP Status

4.1
7.8
3.4

15.4

Owen Sound
Dundalk

Total

2.4

DC Study
Category

Transfer
Both
Connecting
Connecting

1,4,5
4

Transfer
Connecting

1,2

Transfer

2

Transfer

2

Connecting

4

Connecting
10.4

Connecting

1,5

Transfer

6.9

2

Transfer
Transfer
2

50.77
DC Category 1 – Major Road Projects
DC Category 2 – Upgrade of Road Classification
DC Category 4 – Intersection Improvements DC Category 5 – Culverts

Additional Potential Connecting Links
Some potential transfers were not included in the TMP. A few have been added to Table 1 above. Grey
Road 5 in Georgian Bluffs (outside of the Owen Sound city limits) has not been included. It is a semiurban area that has Owen Sound watermain, but the sanitary servicing is via septic. This area also had a
restricted right of way width. County staff would be holding further consultation with Georgian Bluffs to
determine if a potential transfer is appropriate.

Challenges of Transfers
Future Capital Construction Funding
Given the goal of maintaining roads to a consistent high standard, all road assets are generally
underfunded. Because of this, the member municipalities would be accepting more assets that
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are underfunded. The funding formula should be consistent, and one municipality shouldn’t
benefit by being a ‘tougher negotiator’. The County will attempt to ensure that the transfer
doesn’t place a larger financial burden on one party more than another. Even if a road was fully
reconstructed this year, it will still cost the municipality significant money going forward.
Currently, the County portion to cover the cost of member municipality urban reconstruction projects
ranges between $1,500,000 to $3,500,000 per kilometre. The above amounts are in addition to the
consultant design, inspection, and contract administration costs which are typically in the $100,000 to
$150,000 range per project.
Comparatively, a full rehabilitation of a rural County road, including two lifts of asphalt and paved
shoulders, costs between $550,000 to $800,000 per kilometre and full reconstruction with widening
from $800,000 to $1,200,000 per km. Rural infrastructure rehabilitation is significantly cheaper than
urban rehabilitation. This is due to easier constructability in a less constrained rural setting with no
urban components such as concrete curb and gutter, constructing storm sewer systems or working
around the underground infrastructure/utilities associated with an urban environment. Design, contract
administration, and inspection costs are typically in the $50,000 to $75,000 range per project.
Many of the urban projects use significant amounts of development charge funding. The construction
cost disparity can be reduced due to this amount.
Any ongoing funding may represent significant work for the finance department.
The potential timing of the transfers is shown below:
Year of
Construction

Potential Transfer
Timeframe

Payment

Ongoing Funding

2017-2022

Immediately

None

To be determined

2022-2026

After projects
completed

None

To be determined

2027-2031

Immediately

Funding year of
construction

To be determined

Not in 10 year, not
recently completed

Immediately

None

To be determined

Road Maintenance and Plow Routes
The member municipalities may face some challenges maintaining the transferred roads. In some cases
(such as Hanover), the potential transferred road would require a higher level of service than all the
other roads in the municipality. It is anticipated that some could not provide the same level of service as
the County. Maintenance routes would need to be modified. The County could establish Maintenance
contracts with the municipalities.
Bridges
The connecting link sections also include some bridges. The ongoing responsibility of these would need
to be determined. As the County of Grey inspects these structures and has a bridge crew, it is
anticipated these would stay with the County. The main issue is now Grey County wouldn’t be patrolling
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these on a regular basis and may not notice any deficiencies that are developing. This issue exists now
on the townline structures that are not located on County roads.
Traffic Signals
The traffic signals would also need to be transferred. In some cases, this would be the first signals the
municipality has managed. Grey County manages many intersections as it is the upper tier. But in many
cases, the dominant traffic is an MTO connecting link owned by the municipality. For example, traffic on
Highways 6 and 10 is much higher than traffic on the Grey County roads running through Durham,
Flesherton and Markdale, but the intersections remain under County control.
Storm Sewers
The urban roads within Grey County typically also include storm sewers. As per the urban road policy,
the County pays for the storm sewer up to 600mm in diameter with the member municipalities paying
the portion of larger pipes.
The ongoing efforts to catalogue all storm sewer assets have indicated that the storm sewers will
continue to create challenges for Grey going forward.





Grey County does not control many of the system outlets. Many of the County’s storm systems
are just one section of a larger system, with the outlets being controlled by the member
municipalities.
Grey County is working at establishing condition ratings of all the storm sewers. In general, a
significant amount of urban storm sewer age is missing.
The latest asset management regulations are difficult to satisfy as much of the data on ability to
withstand a 100 year storm cannot be calculated unless the member municipalities storm sewer
data is in the calculation. A large stormwater study may be the only way to determine this.

County Plans
The County has completed long term plans such as the cycling and trails master plan that asses the
County network with the urban roads. The plans could be negatively impacted by the removal of these
road sections. Some further investigation would need to be completed to appreciate the full impact on
existing plans.
Permits and Agreements
Previously granted permits and agreements would need to be forwarded to the new owner. Some of
these agreements would be expiring and some may not include a transfer clause. This may result in
significant work for the clerk’s and legal department. Many agreements involve a third party.
In addition, ongoing questions of older issues (30+ years) frequently arise through claims, property
disputes etc. It could be quite arduous to ensure that all potential paperwork of these roads is
forwarded to the new owner and in some cases, old paperwork could be missed.
County Official Plan Policies
Several policies were included in the County Official Plan (OP) with respect to County roads located
within settlement areas. These policies will need to be considered with respect to any transportation
policy improvements or any options being considered for connecting link/transfer of County roads. The
following is a summary of some key County OP County road policies:
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When considering transportation options and the transportation needs of our residents, tourists
and businesses, prioritization should be given to pedestrians, transit, cyclists, and the movement
of goods over those of single occupant cars – Section 8.2(b)
The County will consider accommodating a variety of transportation modes along County road
corridors in order to play a key role in the overall complete transportation system. This includes
accommodating pedestrians, cyclists, agricultural equipment, horse and buggies, transit
(including transit stops), and motorized vehicles - Section 8.3.2(2)
For County roads that go through settlement areas, the County will investigate improving
pedestrian safety through the use of: traffic calming measures; improved traffic signals;
roundabouts/traffic circles at key intersections; improvement signage, improved pedestrian
crossings, designing road as complete streets, etc. - Section 8.3.2(5)
For buildings and structures proposed adjacent to a County road within settlement areas, the
setbacks as identified in the local municipal zoning by-laws will be used – Section 8.3.2(7)
For County roads that go through settlement areas or built-up areas, the County will consider
developing a connecting link program in consultation with local municipalities. For a connecting
link, the County’s interest will be to protect the continuity and connectivity of the County road
system. For municipalities, a connecting link is important as it provides access through
downtown/built-up areas by motorists, pedestrians, and cyclists and making sure that the
connecting link continues to provide these functions – Section 8.3.2(8)

Development Charges
An issue that would need to be resolved if transfer were the preferred option is what to do with the
development charges. Most Grey County’s development charges deal with the urban sections of road
where it has collected and will collect more charges moving forward. The transfer schedule would need
to ensure that the Grey County development charges did not create a large deficit for Grey County. If all
the projects were completed now, the Grey County DC fund would be in a large deficit position.

It would need to be determined how the DC funds would be transferred. It is assumed the
member municipalities would only be able to use the fund for the project as proposed. If a
municipality did not have a development charge by-law, enough funds may not be collected.
Road Exchanges
Future Road exchange costs could also be utilized to offset the increased costs that the municipalities
may be incurring in taking on the urban roads. There is only a few of these that would work. For
instance, were Grey Road 9 to be exchanged, the County would be taking on significant cost to upgrade
Concession 12. This may relieve the County of future cost of some of the transfers with West Grey.
Section 8.3.2(6) of the County Official Plan identifies the potential planned County road corridors (road
exchanges) which are:





Grey Road 9 westerly extension into the Municipality of West Grey (currently Concession 11 in
West Grey);
Grey Road 14 extension along Southgate Sideroad 11;
Grey Road 5 extension/Owen Sound East By-pass (currently Concession 10 in the Municipality of
Meaford);
Grey Road 25 westerly extension by providing a straight-thru connection between Grey Road 3
and Grey-Bruce Line;
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Dundalk Industrial Park By-pass;
Grey Road 40 direct connection between Highway 6 and Highway 10;
Concession 5 Derby and Concession 6 (Sullivan) to connect Grey Road 40 to Grey Road 18.

Next Steps
After approval of this report, Grey County Transportation Staff would begin (likely) remote meetings
with member municipality staff to determine the opportunities and challenges facing the members
resulting from the options for the road segments in their respective urban areas. The results of these
discussions would be summarized and included in the workshop.
Grey County would secure the services of a person to facilitate the workshop and packages would need
to be developed for all participants to look at the issues of each individual municipality and the system
as a whole.
As with previous projects, such as the Re-Colour Grey and the Cycling and Trails Master Plan, this will
likely lead to more consultation with the stakeholders. It would also require consultation with the
public.
The urban areas make up 5.8% of the County road system. Although this seems quite small, they
contain the majority of our storm sewer, a large portion of utilities, and many agreement and traffic
signals, which makes managing them quite complex.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
Section 52 of the Municipal Act, 2001 permits the County to transfer jurisdiction and ownership
of roads between the County and its lower-tier municipalities on its own. No formal approval is
required from the lower-tier municipalities involved.
The Act and related legislation give the authority to close a highway and to restrict its use (e.g.
speed limits, controlling what vehicles may use the road, limiting traffic flow to one-way traffic,
etc.) to the municipality having jurisdiction over the road.

Financial and Resource Implications
The transfers and corresponding one-time funding or ongoing funding would need to be determined.
It is unclear how a reduction of road lengths would impact funding sources like OCIF and gas tax. Future
implications for development charges would need to be reviewed based on the timing of the exchange.
Financial implications would have to first be thoroughly investigated by the Finance Department.
The transfer option could represent a significant workload increase for the clerk’s and legal
department. It is doubtful this work could be completed in a timely manner by the current
workforce, and at a minimum, contracted help would be required.

Relevant Consultation
☒

Internal-Planning Department, Finance Department, CAO

☒

External-Member Municipalities commented in the connecting link strategy many years
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ago but have not been introduced to the download recommendation.

Appendices and Attachments
Grey County Transportation Master Plan
Policy for Maintenance and Construction in Urban Areas
TR-CC-55-15 Transportation Master Plan
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Proposed Connecting Link / Transfer Options Map
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